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Abstract: With today’s “Information Age”, the amount of publicly available information (open-source data) has grown
significantly faster than the ability for the Intelligence Community (IC) and the U.S. Army to fully exploit the potential of
open-source intelligence (OSINT). Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT), or intelligence derived from publicly available
information (PAI), has unique advantages over traditional intelligence disciplines like signals intelligence (SIGINT) and human
intelligence (HUMINT). Yet, OSINT is still undervalued and underutilized. This paper highlights the current state of the U.S.
Army OSINT enterprise on the Korean peninsula, captures the OSINT gaps between strategy and implementation, and provides
recommendations for better operationalizing OSINT. By using site visits and surveys, this research effort analyzed the gaps in
OSINT in terms of policy, process, people, training, tools, and technology. Key findings suggest additional personnel, training,
and partnership with Republic of Korea (ROK) intelligence and defense community is necessary to exploit PAI to its maximum
potential.
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1. Introduction
The Republic of Korea (ROK) and the United States (US) combined warfighting command (Combined Forces
Command/United Nations Command/US Forces Korea (CFC/UNC/USFK)) is responsible for over 600,000 service members
from both countries during the armistice, crisis, and if necessary, war (US Forces Korea, 2018). In order to accomplish its
mission, US-ROK leaders require timely, accurate, and relevant intelligence. However, despite modern advances in the
collection, analysis, processing, and dissemination of intelligence, significant gaps remain in the U.S. Army’s open-source
intelligence (OSINT) enterprise. Critical challenges include access to data sources, deficiency in technical training to exploit
OSINT data, and lack of dedicated personnel, from an absence of an OSINT military occupational specialty (MOS). Despite
OSINT’s potential and unique advantages, the Army OSINT enterprise is challenged with professionalizing OSINT as a single
source intelligence discipline. In an effort to address these challenges, the Army OSINT office (AOO) outlined an OSINT
strategy aimed to increase OSINT training opportunities, provide OSINT exploitation tools, and build a community of interest
to share best practices and collective learning.
The Army’s Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM) is an Army major command responsible for providing
intelligence, security, and information operations for military commanders and national decision makers (INSCOM, 2018). A
subordinate organization of INSCOM, the Army’s OSINT Office (AOO) generates OSINT capabilities, training, and addresses
emerging OSINT requirements for the Army’s operating force (Army Directive, 2016). As such, AOO acts as a bridge between
strategy and implementation.
As part of a sponsored research effort between United States Military Academy’s Operations Research Center
(ORCEN) and Army OSINT Office (INSCOM), this paper characterizes the OSINT gaps, illuminate key insights through a
case study on Korea, and provides a roadmap to improve the Army’s OSINT enterprise.
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